


Hello, my name is Ruth Savani, a student from Binus Northumbria 

University, Jakarta. I am currently studying in my 3rd year of 

Graphic Design and New Media major, specifically in Interactive 

Digital Media. Moreover, I have a huge interest in photography, 

UI/UX, 3D modelling, game development, and branding,  I love to 

learn new things to increase my skills, and I look forward to have 

some wonderful internship experiences.  

About Me



Logo and Packaging Design for UMKM

August 2020

Grab UMKM Volunteer

Head of Documentation for Community in Christ Club in Binus

2021 - Now

CIC Core Member

RUTH SAVANI
Graphic and New Media Designer

DETAILS

SKILLS

HOBBIES

Photoshop

Illustrator

Indesign

After Effects

Maya

Xd

04 October, 2001
Kelapa Gading, Jakarta

ruthsavani1@gmail.com
085810209816

Travel
Photography
Badminton
Music

Creativity

Teamwork

Communication

EXPERIENCE

EDUCATION

An annual competition held by Uniprep, which competes 
in public speaking for middle school to high school students.

September 2016 & 2017

Speech Competition Committee

Head of Social Media and Design Team for Camera 
In Action Club in Binus

2020

CIA Core Member

Graduated high school, majoring in Science by completing 
IGCSE qualifications.

2016 - 2018

Uniprep Junior College

Majoring in Interactive Digital Media

2018 - Now
Binus International University 



PHOTOGRAPHY

UI/UX

3D MODELLING

GAME DEVELOPMENT

BRANDING

LAYOUT



PHOTOGRAPHY



Street Photography

Kota Tua Book 

Artwork Rationale:
>> History Research

>> Street Photography pictures of buildings and sceneries

>> Make the result into a book advertisement to promote Kota Tua

About:
Kota Tua has a lot of beautiful landscape 

and deep history in each of the buildings. 

Unfortunately, some people in Jakarta 

have not visited Kota Tua yet, therefore an 

informational book consist of history and 

brief description of environment can be 

beneficial to promote Kota Tua to the rest 

of the citizen.

Applications used:



Museum Transportasi

About:
When visiting Museum 

Transportasi, some pictures are 

required to shoot starting from 

framing, rule of third, leading line 

and close up to practice the 

principles of photography.

Applications used:



Studio Photography

About:
Fresh from the Oven Muffins are a great way to start the day through its warmth and delicious taste 

biting it. This is an overview from the baker’s side of the story when they made the muffins with 

some cheese, chocolate chips and powdered sugar to bring out the freshness from it.

Applications used: Fresh from the Oven



Applications used:

Denim District 

Fashion Editorial
About:
Nowadays, most people go on their daily life with 

the same style of clothes and a little portion of them 

dressed up differently everyday. With one of the 

fashion trend happening right now, people use 

denim jacket from walking in the sidewalk to going 

out in the mall. So, a bit of twist and deco have been 

put in the average looking denim jacket and blazer, 

making it different and unique. With this, a fashion 

editorial is created to promote the fashion outcome 

of this stylish denim wear. 

Artwork Rationale:
>> Research and Referencing 

Inspirations

>> Choose Outfit

>> Shoot different angles

>> Edit using Photoshop and then 

create the type and layout using 

Adobe Illustrator



BE BOLD

BE UNEXPECTED

BE YOU

Make Up For Ever Advertising 

Product Photography
About:
When most women go out, they want to be classy so they use lipstick and need to apply 

it with their laptop and phone camera as a mirror. A concept is then created to shoot 

this photography with the focus target as women designers for this project.

Applications used:



UI/UX



Application Redesign

Artwork Rationale:
>> Research through the App and some Applications Trends

>> Create Assets in Adobe Illustrator

>> Apply the assets and workflow in Adobe Xd

About:
An improvement of redesigning ACE Hardware Rewards Application with a more easy 

navigational access (larger button icons), animations and overall interface.

Applications used:

ACE Rewards



Artwork Rationale:
>> Research through rules and statistics 

>> Sketch the illustrations

>> Make the digital illustrations

>> Prototype in Adobe Xd

About:
In Indonesia, a lot people can drive but sometimes they violates the traffic regulations apply. Some majority regulations violated 

include not wearing seatbelt, alcohol use, over exceeding safety and speed limit, under age driving, and using phone while 

driving. To raise awareness of this problem, a short video advertisement and basic game campaign has been created to promote 

these regulations so people can know and to hopefully decrease traffic regulation violations in Indonesia.

Applications used:

Traffic Regulations Game (Driving Safely Campaign)



Artwork Rationale:
>> Research and explore through the application

>> Make the digital illustrations

>> Prototype in Adobe Xd

About:
Freshbox has some competition between other similar stores. To promote this brand, an application is created 

for people to have easier access to buy shopping items online. As well as, a safe transaction and delivery 

process can be further seen in the application. 

Applications used:

Freshbox Application Redesign



Website Redesign

Artwork Rationale:
>> Research the weakness of initial website

>> Sketch out the wireframe

>> Make digital assets in Adobe Illustrator

>> Prototype in Adobe Xd

About:
SUCCESS is a famous stationary store in Jakarta. In contrast, their website is empty, not that active and outdated. 

Because of that, a website redesign is created in Adobe Xd for people to have easier access to look at the 

products online, testimonial and store locations of this store.

Applications used:

SUCESS Website



3D MODELLING



Bedroom
About:
The theme is a dream playground bedroom. The 

target of the user of this bed room is children, 

specifically a boy who loves playing as if the 

playground is in their bedroom. The huge area and 

decorations in this room will be suitable and 

comfortable for them to play. 

Applications used:



Artwork Rationale:
>> References and Inspirations Research

>> Create 3D modelling in Maya

>> Base color

>> Find textures and apply them

Papa Pizza
About:
The idea of this project is a pizza restaurant with a made 

up name of ‘Papa Pizza’. This restaurant is just like the 

regular pizza shop that enables customers to choose 

toppings, or choose from the default menu samples that 

are shown on the display in the cashier area. There are 2 

floors for this restaurant. The first floor can’t be access 

by customers because it is the kitchen of this restaurant, 

so only staff can enter the room. Moreover, food from the 

first floor can be delivered with the food elevator that 

connects both floors. There are also outdoor and indoor 

area for people to eat so that it can be more convenience 

for them. Additionally, the pizza from this restaurant can 

be delivered too with the help of our motorcycle delivery. 

Applications used:



GAME 

DEVELOPMENT



About the Story:
It all starts when a boy goes home getting a mail from unknown. The mail says that his father is missing and tell him to check on his 

father’s diary. He goes and checks it, looking at a map to find the most prized treasure from his ancestors. Unfortunately, his father 

is stuck and missing through the journey. So,  this boy needs to go to several dimensions with obstacle in it which then unlocks a 

portal to save his father as well as finding their ancestor’s treasure.

The Journey Beyond - Unity Playground



Game Description:
How many objects?

>> 3 dimensions, 3 piece of puzzle

>> 1st dimension (Jungle) = 7 monsters and creatures, 2 health gems

>> 2nd dimension (Crystal) =. 14 monsters and creatures

>> 3rd dimension (Cave) = 21 monsters and creatures

1 monster kills the character’s health ranging from 5 to 20 points

Total of the character’s health = 100 points

Each Gem gives 10 health points

When the character died, he will respawn from the beginning of the scene

Artwork Rationale:
>> Create Story and Concept

>> Find Assets in Unity Store

>> Apply the assets and build the world step by step in Unity

>> Use coding to animate the character 

>> Assign the controls

>> Add Music, Opening and Closing Scene

Applications used:



BRANDING



Japan Indonesia Unity

+ +

indonesian kitchen

Logogram

Logotype

BAGUS Indonesian Kitchen Rebranding

About: 
BAGUS is an Indonesian Kitchen located in Osaka, Japan. The initial logo of this brand is a bit confusing and it is 

decided to redesign their logo and did some rebranding to their restaurant. Therefore, a brand guideline has 

been created for the further details of this rebranding.

The logo come from the combination of Japanese and Indonesia flag

that symbolizes unity of both countries by placing it as a capital letter B.



To fulfill the brand guideline, there are some 

applications that has been created from the 

new logo rebranding. Some applications 

include stand banner, t-shirt uniform for the 

employee in the restaurant, name card, ID 

card, takeaway box and also a specially 

designed menu. The menu consist of the 

price of the food and drinks being sold and 

on the back of it, theres a ZAPPAR barcode 

scan for people to use an Augmented Reality 

Menu. The AR Menu displays the food and 

price of the items sold.

Applications used:

Artwork Rationale:
>> Research

>> Sketch, Mindmap, Morphological Matrix

>> Create digital assets

>> Mockup and Brand Guideline

>> Brainstorm AR applications

>> Use ZapWorks Studio to create the AR



HABEK Logo Design (GRAB UMKM)
About:
Habek is an UMKM brand that needs logo for their products and services. The idea 

behind the logo being created is using the color black to express elegance of the 

brand. Furthermore, with an icon of spoon, fork, cup, as well as the chef’s hat 

symbolizes that this brand sell food and drink products. 

Two of their products include Susu Jahe Merah and Es Kopi Susu which also needs 

logo. A touch of modern illustrations and vibrant colors is used to create the logo.

Applications used:



Keripik Pare Logo and Packaging Design
About:
Savana Snacks is a small startup that want to release a product called Keripik Pare. To 

design their logo and packaging, a suitable color and illustration need to be completed. 

A ‘pare’ shape and icon as well as green color has been chosen as the main theme of 

this packaging. Furthermore, to promote this product to customers, photography is 

used to capture the freshness of the bitter gourd and the chips itself so people can 

imagine what is looks like. 

Applications used:



LAYOUT



About:
The pictures, news and brief 

description are gathered from 

Watercolor Exhibition in Museum 

Galeri Nasional, Jakarta. From there, 

the layout is made by adjusting 

kerning and tracking between letters. 

Newslog 

Newspaper 

Layout Design

Applications used:



More Poster Layout Made for Assignments

Applications used:




